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About This Game
This game is a story of a father who is left alone to take care of his chickens.
You must use your skill to avoid all sort of forest creatures and to save all 10 chickens.
Fight bosses, and be prepared for an epic finale.
The game difficulty start from easy to hard making this game last for hours of fun gameplay.
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Mihai Morosanu
Publisher:
Mihai Morosanu
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016
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Minimum:
OS: 7+
Processor: 2 Ghz
Memory: 1000 MB RAM
Graphics: any
Storage: 50 MB available space
Sound Card: any
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rescue your chickens
Nice charming little RPG. I finally got around to finishing this and don't regret it especially at its price point. They nailed the UI
and crafting and fast travel - fast and seamless without wasting my time. The story doesn't pull any punches either with regards
to the bad things the enemy is doing.. Great game for killing time, even better if ur stoned off shrooms or weed and you can just
listen to tunes while jacking around on the game. If you actually want to get far, you have to have some patience tho.. Last
episode from "The Last Crusade" - cannot rotate the two bridge parts together. Bug. Ruined the whole experience. Lame devs,
ridiculous publisher.. Really great idea, but poorly implemented.
Especially the population cap of 90 is extremely annoying. I understand that it used to be neccesary then when this game first
came out, but they should have left an option for the user to increase that cap.
Way too overpriced. I can't recommend it for its current price.
I only bought it because I used to play it as a kid.. Fun and addictive. Many others reviewers have covered the various nuances
of the game so I thought I would provide a "Can I play it?" Informational. (Synopsis at end for those looking for the short and
sweet, so to speak.)
I am 6'6" and have just enough room in my game den to pretty much stand in the center and spin around with my arms stretched
out. That should have been enough space to meet the minum for a 'room' setup, however Vive claims it's not, so I ended up
setting it up as as standing-only setup. This game claims you need a 2m x 1.5m play area, but I figured I would give it a shot and
if it didn't work I could refund the game.
Turns out 'standing only' works just fine! The table was right next to me and I was able to reach everything with no issues. A
wheelchair-bound buddy of mine was also able to play this game just fine, as he could still see over the table while seated.
TL:DR - This game is also playable if you have a 'standing only' Vive setup.. On the Vive here.
- I found the controlls to be absolutely horrible.
- The scene was boring. (Kudos for the deer kill on impact tho)
- But!! It made me want to cover my head when crashing in a tree, and then made me fall over on the floor when crashing after
a big jump, and THEN my boyfriend asked to try it, and he also fell on his butt on the floor a couple times. ^_^ That made it
worth it.
Thnx
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Very nice looking, a ship with a nice history and a modern replica that currently sail around the world. Very efffective in game.
A great frigate.
But before buying, be aware you'll be able to grind her for free in game from the next patch on.. I've been following the
developement of this game since the creator first started posting about it, I felt like it had great potential and I couldn't wait to
see what it would become. Now after playing the game a bit for myself, it was even better then I could have hoped for, smooth
animations and easy controls. The music that comes with it is fast paced, just like a race games music should be. All the race
tracks and battle arenas are beautifually designed, while maintaining the cute cartoony feel that they all have.
For anyone who like the Mario cart games, I suggest giving this game a try, it is honestly amazing.. I've played Civ, AoE,
Starcraft, Rise of Nations, etc. and I simply cannot recommend this game. It is EXTREMELY buggy, certain units move when
they want to or not at all, some things work, some don't. "Citadels" has several of the basic aspects of an RTS and nothing more.
$5 dollars is the most I'd pay for this game and nothing more.. I have MASSIVE hopes for this...... Lots of bugs, even the
options menu had trouble working. Maybe when it's more polished this might be worth another look but at the moment it needs
more time in the oven to be properly playable.. I wish it would come with more repaints as i dont know how to install any. Great
Freeplay.... I was not impressed with the Missions in this add-on. First there is not much voice activity at all, usually says
"Takeoff and follow the flightplan", that is it. Second, the approaches that are in the flight plans don't even follow the actual
published approaches for the airport. It would have been so easy just to make add the actual approach in the flight plan using
STAR's, approach plates, etc. Thirdly, providing approach plates would be helpful. Lastly, for $16.99 I would expect a better
product, I have one mission that I can't even start because it starts me on a building and "crashes". Second guessing downloading
any more Steam Add-ons!. good game if you play it for story/questing... multiplayer/ pvp is garbo and p2w.. if you've played all
the Aveyond games and wanted more, this is the "more". Just an extra fun to play side story where the hero is hilariously evil.
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